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About This Game

"As the Children of the Ancients sweep through the mining operations of the Northern Provinces, destroying all in their path, the
Executor flexes the industrial might of the State to quell local rebellions. Laperia burns and Kimmel, the charismatic leader of the

Children, will stop at nothing until the empire is reduced to flinders."

Fractured State refines the RTS genre into fast-paced strategic urban combat where the machine driven imperialistic faction of
the Laperian Imperial Army battle to remain in control against the Children of the Ancients, worshipers and masters of an

ancient power. Choose a side then vie for control of each territory where taking over new buildings gives tactical advantage,
provides the ability to recruit more specialized units and army wide bonuses, as well as impart overall dominance of the area.

Doing away with overly complex micromanagement and mass resource gathering, Fractured State focuses on battle strategies in
an urban environment. The only real resources you must manage are your troops, building occupation and time. Each specialized

unit requires a specific amount of time to prepare to enter the fray and each building you take control of determines map
population, recruitment options and territorial control.
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Created by modders for modders, Fractured State is being built from the ground up to embrace the modding community by
focusing on mod-friendly design options throughout development.

In a land engulfed in a brutal civil war split between technical advancement and ancient ways, magic and machines, oppression
and rebellion – which side will you choose in this fractured state?

TERRITORY CONTROL

Battle maps are split up into territories. Occupy the most structures in a territory in order to keep control of it. Territories
provide army-wide bonuses and increase the number of troops you can control. Reinforcements you request arrive via your

controlled territories. Controlling territories and denying your enemy a foothold are the keys to victory.

BUILDING OCCUPATION

Buildings represent important strategic points; this is primarily an urban war after all. Some buildings unlock abilities, new units,
passive bonuses, or squad refreshes. Storm buildings to uproot and destroy entrenched enemy forces. You have full control of

your units whether they are inside or outside.

WEAPON ACCURACY & RELOADING

Your soldiers must keep a mental count of their ammo, or else they could lack it at a crucial moment. No soldier hits his mark
100% of the time, and no weapon is completely accurate. Distance plays a role. Closing down on your target is dangerous but

can yield better results.

COVER

The most common cause of death for soldiers of the Laperian conflict is exposure. And bullets. And exposure to bullets. Cover
makes your units harder to hit. Troops in cover can be dispatched more easily by flanking and rear attacks. Troop placement and

cover management are critical to your success.

EARLY ACCESS LAUNCH FEATURES

 Map Editor – Create and share your own maps with the Fractured State community

 7 Playable Maps – includes 2, 3 and 4 Player Maps

 Multiplayer - LAN and Online

 6 Unique Units per Faction - Children of the Ancients: Knight, Ancient Fist, Warden, Vicar, Ruhk and Fanatic
Laperian: Conscript, Grenadier, Transport, Surgeon, Flamethrower and Sharpshooter

 Multiple Combat Styles - Open area, Occupied Structure and Cover Based
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Title: Fractured State
Genre: Indie, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Mechanical Monocle
Publisher:
Mechanical Monocle
Release Date: 5 Apr, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64-bit

Processor: 3 GHz Intel i3 or equivalent

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 570 or Radeon HD 7870 or equivalent DirectX11 card

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 700 MB available space

English
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Tower-Defense game with potential.
The Coop- and Multiplayer Part are a joke, only two maps to play.
For Single Player there are around 20 Maps.

First of all the first wave starts if you are ready or not, what would be no problem, if you had enough time so sort your minds
and make a plan, but that isn't.

The controls are technically not bad, but have to adjust a little bit.
e.g. the zoom is on mousewheel, is you want to place a tower the mousewheel will rotate the tower. (Perhabs that shut a
additional combination like shift+mousewheel)
If you are in menu and want to scroll down, you zoom ingame to.

So make more multipayer\/coop- maps, a higher start-countdown (with readybutton for skip), adjust some towers and creeps a
little, then we will look at that game again.. I bought this game at a Dreamhack event.

Guys, this is totally worth the 20$... IF, you enjoy managing/tycoon games and Dongeon&Dragons.

This is still in Alpha and the story is already funny, the game is so far well balanced and has very few bugs.

10/10, would spend another unreasonable amount of time on a late Sunday night before an early Monday morning....anytime !.
Fun. Would be better if people actually played.

4\/10. I just installed AO International Tennis and after i download some players from community and after i play one match in
the career it shows me loading data error. How should i fix this?. DLC contains more Kanako screentime. Great story. I've
finished all 4 options. Love the CG art style. Likeable hot vampires\/non-vamps.

There's a good and bad ending for each character.
The bad endings for Isaac and Luka are actually very interesting in a... sad "you shouldn't be enjoying this you weirdo" sort of
way.
Rex and Dominic's bad endings were not as engaging (likely because there is no CG for their bad end), but that's hardly a
drawback.
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Anyway real review:
Lovely CG art style
Interesting story
Fun characters
Likeable protagonist
The personality changes based on your responses do not have a massive impact, but an interesting aspect none-the-less that do
play a role in the responses you can use and the endings you get.
The love routes are unique enough that each ending and character bring a different aspect of the world and story.
If you would like a decent lengthed interactive BL story with sexy vampires and a dark undertone - this is def a game for you.

My (very minor) issues:
Rex's talking figure vs. CG figure are flipped as far as his hair and tattoo. Minorly distracting.
I don't like the talking figure art style as much as the CG one, but that is simply my personal aesthetic.
I want more (I know that's a copout, hush). I would love to see more DLC and I would happily see this as a longer game. It's
clear the developers have talent and ideas and I want to see what they can do with a bigger budget and team! The idea of
personality and interests changing based on choices is a cool one and the story was fun. I'd buy a more expensive, more polished,
longer version of this game, no question.

Final note: ...................... am I the only one who really, REALLY wants a Bishop DLC route? No? Just me, the weirdo?... okay..
we must being ant mant to read the comic. This game is awesome, feels great to shoot, feels great to handle the weapons, it even
feels good to shoot, to CHOOSE HOW YOU WANT TO GRIP YOUR WEAPON, you can customize your guns pretty good,
the maps are good, a good variety of maps too, the control points in capture are pretty neat, not too deep so taking them back
won't be impossible, so you can always win, you can always loose, communication is pretty cool, the only down side I see to this
game is the population, but don't worry, there are enough people to always keep the game going, just make sure you go to
SERVER LIST instead of matchmaking, this game is awesome, give it a try and you won't regret it.. The game seemed cool but
without proper controller support it is essentially unplayable.

EDIT: While the issue seems to not be fixed yet, the developer is working to get it fixed and it feels unfair to not recommend
the game when it's evident the dev does listen when there are issues, and works to fix them ASAP.. Yes I recommend totally!
One of the most fun side-scrolling games I have ever played!!! And oh God the sound track ITS SO AMAZING PLEASE GIVE
US SOUNDTRACK ADD ON PLZ. <333333333333333333 Game is amazing would never stop playing for the world
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If you want a historical accurate game. Then this turn based game is for you. I got really impressed at the second dynasty. Yes
you can build great pyramids. But if you build too many big ones, then first the building costs become a problem, but and that's
very well designed later also the maintenancecosts go through the roof. Just like in real history happened, your later pyramids or
mastabas tend to get smaller again.
I think i'm going to play this as much or more as Clarus Victory earlier games.. iT MAKES FUN TO PLAY IT. On my
Windows 10 the game always crashes after the main menu.. This is the final in the Alien Breed games that I own and again this
is like the others, an enjoyable effort from Team17 to create a twin-stick shooter but not my kind of game. Gameplay is the
same as the others in the series basic but it works for the game, the story is built up and in depth, and there are good gameplay
aspects that come around as you play the game. The in-game logs also allow you to delve deeper into the story if you wish to
read them.

Again I would rate this a 6/10, fun for others but not my kind of game.. I think Dr Zoidberg created this game the controls are
terrible story is boring overall utter rubbish total waste of money DO NOT BUY.

Chapter 3 store page is now live...:
It should be available in early January. Go wishlist it!

http://store.steampowered.com/app/761480/Snail_Trek__Chapter_3_Lettuce_Be/
. Not Okay, Cupid! is available now!:
January is long gone, and we hope you're all still having a tasty 2019!

❤️ Valentine's Day is almost upon us, and that means another special event is available to play in Fatty Rabbit Hole.

Play "Not OK, Cupid!" now, and gobble up candy while battling a crazed cupid - this mode is only available for the next two
weeks, so come and get it! ������

We'll see you on the leaderboards!. Outward is here!:
Dear Outward-Fans,

After a long wait, the game is here! \o/

Still undecided on the purchase? Make sure to check out the Official Outward Announcement Trailer.

It's finally time to venture... Outward.
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. Update : New Map, New Guns:
- New Map : Church
- New Weapons: FN-57, K-10
- New PRO Locomotion Tutorial
- Performance improvements
- PRO locmotion max speed nerf
- Empty mag with visible bullet fixed

- FREE DEMO running now, ends the 7th of november. Some mysteries should remain forgotten:

 Add the game to your wishlist and stay updated!. Commune with the Dead on Nov 28th!:
DreadEye VR release date announced. Yay!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JrAGLEWWp3s
Wish us luck!

Best wishes, and happy holiday!
Digital Happiness. FREE GAME OFFER / 80% Off The Entire Pixeljam Collection / 10% Off Nova Drift This Week:
Hello all,

This week we are running a big discount on our entire collection of older games: 
https://store.steampowered.com/bundle/1028/The_Pixeljam_Collection/

Get the bundle for 85% off!

Our newest published title NOVA DRIFT is also discounted 10% this week:

https://store.steampowered.com/app/858210/Nova_Drift/

Also, the Nova Drift OST Composer Miles Tilmann (me, actually) is selling his entire 20 year discography for 80% off: 
http://milestilmann.bandcamp.com

Finally, if you'd like a free game, fill out this survey and share one of our announcements as well (links are in the survey):
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Take care,

-Miles @ Pixeljam
. Feedback & Plans:
Hello tigers! Thank you all for your feedback and contributions to Congo, we read every comment and review and it's really
helping us focus on what needs to happen in the next few updates.

We are currently working on an update that should hopefully smooth over some of the issues people have been experiencing.
One of the issues is optimization and the performance. We have just updated to a newer version of Unreal Engine 4.. We've
gone from 4.5 to 4.7 and there's a number of features in this more recent version of UE4 that will directly affect the
performance.

A lot of the performance increases will be through the foliage system, lighting system and the navigation systems which should
increase frame rates. After v0.3a, it will be great to hear from you guys and see what differences it makes to you.

It also seems that a number of people have been experiencing crashes and gamefreezes. This is something we are determined to
fix, if you have experienced a crash, please let us know by sending us the details of the crash and your system specs to 
support@theinnocentdevils.com

We'll be updating the options as well, increasing the number of resolutions available and trying to sort issues in fullscreen mode
and other window modes.

Please don't hesitate to get in touch if there's anything you've experienced any issues playing Congo! :)

Thanks!
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